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We were the Srst company to recognise that needle workers, sewers and

quilters needed their own highly specialised lighting. Our comprehensive range

of products today ensures that, in this brochure, they will Snd the best choice

for their lighting needs.

For the past 30 years we have listened to our customers, and used this

feedback to create practical and attractive quality products. Our designs

incorporate our accumulated knowledge of the Sve major factors that allow

the users of our lamps to perform their tasks optimally and in comfort:

• A light that provides perfect colour matching

• The right level of brightness

• Avoidance of heat and glare

• MagniScation to view detail

• The ergonomics of where and how different tasks are performed

Our range of lamps is the result of this continual dialogue with our

customers. It is only thanks to them that we can claim to be

experts in this Seld. We are always interested in your

thoughts on how to further improve and extend our range.

Visit our website: www.daylightcompany.com

Daylight
™

The best lamps for Needlework, Sewing & Quilting
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Our customers work in many different ways. Choosing the right lamp for your needlework,

sewing or quilting is of the utmost importance. This will allow you to work accurately, and in

comfort, without frustration and for longer.  

We have lamps designed for working in an armchair or at a table, speciScally for quilting or

sewing, or at a frame. Whatever the size of your project, whether large or small, we have a

lamp to suit your needs. All of our lamps are made with high quality materials and

components, ensuring durability and reliability for years to come.

Where and how you work

Table Floor Stitching Frame Sewing Quilting
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A light for perfect colour matching

It is essential

that needle workers,

sewers and quilters have a

good colour balanced light. They have

to be able to see and choose colours

correctly, as they would in natural daylight, at any time

of the day or night. Conventional lighting is usually very yellow

and makes it hard to judge colours correctly. It is easy, for example, to

mistake a dark blue thread for a black one.

All of our lamps simulate natural daylight with a light colour of 5500˚ to 6500˚ Kelvin,

allowing you to see true colours all of the time. For more information on Kelvin values see

our website: www.daylightcompany.com



Slimline - S 
LED Table Lamp D/E35106

LED Floor Lamp D/E35116

The powerful LED Floor Lamp or the LED Table version are ideal for all types of

needlework, sewing and quilting. They both provide long arm reach of 55cm (22") 

and an even, wide coverage of light, which is ideal for large work surfaces. 

The daylight technology reduces eye strain and glare for healthy vision and allows 

true colour matching.

Key Features

• High-quality brushed steel Snish, slimline design

• Bright Daylight™ LEDs for perfect colour matching

• Lamp Brightness 1,200 lux at 30cm (12")

• Double Texible arm with 55cm (22") reach

• Maximum height; Floor lamp 125cm (50") and table lamp 46cm (18")

• Table Lamp supplied with high quality metal clamp

• Optional table base (D52107) available separately for Table Lamp
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Slimline Table Base
D52107

Compatible with D/E35106

Magnifying Arm
D91707

Compatible with 
D/E35116 & D/E35106



Needle workers, sewers and
quilters need a bright light  
The amount of light illuminating your needlework, sewing or quilt is of the utmost

importance. Insufficient light will lead to mistakes, as well as cause eyestrain,

irritation and tiredness.

Our lamps, when correctly positioned, ensure a brightness of at least

1,000 Lux (and usually more). This is the minimum we believe is

acceptable at normal working distances.

For more information on light brightness 

and Lux values visit our website:

www.daylightcompany.com
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Twist Portable LED Lamp
D/E35700

This lamp is one of the most popular lamps in the Daylight™ range. 

The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour

matching, making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see 

detail clearly. It is also low in energy consumption.

The twistable shade allows the light to be positioned where you 

need it. The lightweight design makes it easy to move around the

house and also ideal to take to classes.

Key Features

• Lightweight and foldable, take Daylight™ with you wherever you go

• Easy-Twist shade for accurate positioning of light

• Daylight™ LEDs provide colour matching, reduce eyestrain and

improve contrast

• Lamp brightness: 2,200 Lux at 30cm (12")
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Freedom LED Battery Lamp
D/E35027

This LED Lamp is truly portable, with a rechargeable battery life of up to 6

hours. It is ideal when you need light far away from a plug socket. 

The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour matching,

making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see detail clearly.

The lamp has an integrated handle and is supplied with a rechargeable

battery and AC Adapter. It is ideal for reading, crafting, taking to classes or

when working in a garage or workshop.

Key Features

• Use your Daylight™ lamp anywhere

• Ideal for reading, crafts, DIY, work and travel

• Rechargeable - up to 6 hours of light 

• 2 ways to power:

- Internal rechargeable battery (included)

- Plug in power supply (included)

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• Lamp brightness: 1,400 Lux at 30cm (12")



Avoiding 
heat and glare 

Heat and glare can cause discomfort. 

Needleworkers, sewers and quilters often have to work in

close proximity to the light source, so it is vital that this emits

as little heat as possible. All our lamps generate very low heat.

They are also designed to be used in a way that minimises glare.
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Smart Lamp D20 
D/EN1327

This lamp can change colour temperature from warm white to daylight to suit your

preference throughout the day. The lamp is dimmable to 5 settings. It is lightweight 

and portable making it an ideal companion to take to classes or when travelling. 

The twistable shade allows you to direct the light where you need it.

Key Features

• 3 colour Temperatures – 2,700,̊ 4,000˚ & 6,500˚K

• Bright daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching at 6,500˚K setting

• 5 Step Dimmer

• Easy Twist Shade

• Lightweight and portable

• USB compatible
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Magnification is invaluable 
to view detail

Many people do fine and intricate work and for them the

need for illuminated magnification is obvious. However,

most needleworkers, sewers and quilters, would benefit

from having a lamp with a magnification option. Almost

everyone needs to correct work or look at detail

occasionally. The ability to clearly view work through a

magnifying lens with a bright light is invaluable.
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MAGnificent Floor & Table LED Magnifying Lamp
D/E25050

The MAGnificent Lamp is ideal for all types of detailed work. This lamp is cleverly

designed to be used as both a floor lamp (with 2 different height options) as well as a

table lamp. The Daylight™ LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour matching,

making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see detail clearly. LEDs use very little

energy. The large, semi-rimless 1.75X magnifying lens allows uninterrupted viewing of

close up work.

Key Features

• Ideal for all types of detailed work

• Height adjustable, can be used as a Toor or table lamp

• Lamp brightness: 1,850 Lux at 15cm (6") 

• Large 14.6cm (5¾") semi-rimless lens, 1.75X magniScation for clear 

viewing of close up work

• Flexible arm directs light exactly where you need it

• Maximum height: Floor Lamp 125cm (50") and Table Lamp 50cm (20")

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching 10



Designed for purpose

Needle workers, sewers and quilters work in many different ways.

We offer lamps suited to small, medium or large work, for working

at a table, in an armchair, at a stitching frame, a large or small

quilting table, or with a sewing machine.

Our lamps are designed to be positioned

so that the light shines exactly where it

is needed. We also recognise that

our customers will frequently want

to move, adjust and reposition

them. Our lamps are

designed to make this 

a simple and easy

process.
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Slimline LED Table Lamp 
D/E35107

This powerful LED Table Lamp will provide a wide spread of light

around your sewing area. A long arm reach of 90cm (35") and a wide,

even light coverage, which makes it ideal for large work surfaces. The

daylight light source reduces eye strain and glare for healthy vision and

allows true colour matching.

Key Features

• High quality brushed steel Snish, slimline design

• Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• Lamp Brightness 1,630 Lux at 30cm (12")

• Flexible arm with 90cm (35") reach for wide spread of light

• Supplied with high quality metal clamp 

• Optional table base (D52107) available separately

Sewing Machine Lamp 
D/EN1180

This small lamp is ideal for using on your sewing machine. It allows you to

direct the focused beam of light exactly where you need it most. It is easily

mounted on the side of your sewing machine with a Self-Adhesive pad.

The Daylight LED provides high contrast and accurate colour matching,

making it easier and less tiring to work and see detail clearly. LEDs never

need replacing and use very little energy. The lamp is powered by an AC

adapter.

Key Features

• Ultra bright focused LED light

• Adjustable 18cm (7") Flexible Arm

• Lamp clicks in and out of mount. (Supplied with 2 mounts,  

allowing you to use in multiple locations)

• Powered by an AC Adapter

• 4 cable clips included

Slimline Table Base
D52107
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Durability and Reliability

All our products are made

with high quality materials and

components, and undergo vigorous tests

during development. Our quality control and

safety standards are recognised as being

amongst the best.
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Luminos
D/E35600

This powerful LED lamp provides the ultimate in high light output with an extraordinary

wide spread of light, that is also fully dimmable. Ideal for work on a sewing or cutting

table. The arm has a long reach of 112cm (44") and can be moved easily with one hand.

The shade can be positioned effortlessly, exactly where it is needed. A piece of

precision engineering, incorporating the latest high power LED technology, that is also

robust and long lasting.

Key Features

• Very wide shade 65cm (25½")

• Effortless free-motion, spring balanced arm

• Extra long reach: 112cm (44")

• Internally reinforced arm

• 120 powerful Daylight™ LEDs provide true colour matching

• 3 step dimmer

• Lamp Brightness: 4,200 Lux at 30cm (12")

• Optional table base (D25060) and Toorstand (D53060) available separately 14

Premium Table Base
D52060

Premium Floorstand
D53060



Ultimate Table Top Lamp D/E21038
Ultimate Floorstanding Lamp D/E21098

The ultimate floor and table lamps are classically elegant
decorative lamps, that can instantly transform into highly
effective sewing and needlework lights. The floor lamp is
height adjustable with a flexible arm allowing light to be
positioned where required. The base with wheels allows the
lamp to be easily moved around. The table lamp has an
extendable tilting arm allowing wide coverage of light over a large surface. They are both
supplied with a removable 13cm (5") magnifier, chart holder and sewing tray.

• Floor lamp is height adjustable with a Texible arm to direct the light where you need it 

• Floor lamp base Stted with 6 wheels. Easy to move around

• Table lamp has a Unique extendable tilting arm for extra reach 

• 20W energy saving daylight™ bulb perfect for colour matching

• Lamp Brightness 2,600 Lux at 30cm (12")

• Floor lamp height 183cm (72"), table lamp 56cm (22")

• Removable 13cm (5") rimless magniSer with 1.75X magniScation for all your close-up work

• Replacement bulb (D15200)

• Removable accessories included

1. Craft tray – keeps everything conveniently to hand

2. Chart holder – keeps your designs in clear view

3. MagniSer – makes Sne details easily visible15



Swan Table Lamp D/E23020-01 
Swan Floor Lamp D/E23030-01

The Swan Lamps are ideal for all types of hobbies including needlework, sewing & quilting. The
key feature of the Swan Lamp is bright light over a large area. It is available as a floorstanding
lamp or a table lamp. The daylight tube provides high contrast and accurate colour matching,
making it easier and less tiring to read, work and see detail clearly. The tube is long lasting and
low in energy consumption.

A long flexible arm allows the light to be positioned exactly where it is needed. The large 
13cm (5") rimless lens with 1.75X magnification is ideal for focussing on fine detail and can 
be removed when not required. The floorstanding version has a base with wheels for easy
movement and the Table version has a weighted base to make it easy to position the shade
with one hand.

• Powerful 18W daylight™ energy saving tube for true colour matching

• Lamp brightness 2,950 Lux at 30cm (12") 

• Optimal light direction with the unique 320° EasyTwist™ shade

• Swan Floor Lamp height 112cm (44"), Table Lamp height 46cm (18")

• Removable 13cm (5") rimless magniSer with 1.75X magniScation for seeing Sne detail

• Replacement Tube (D13621) 
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Task Lamp XL     
D/EN1190

This LED lamp provides a bright light which can cover a very large area. The long arm reach
combined with the easy ability to position the lamp head means a sizeable table can be
covered without a problem. The daylight LEDs provide high contrast and accurate colour
matching, making it easier and less tiring to work and see detail clearly. LEDs are extremely
long lasting and use very little energy. The wide shade can be adjusted vertically and
horizontally to any desired position. The lamp is dimmable allowing easy adjustment when
less light is required. This lamp is ideal for use on your work area or cutting table.

• Bright Daylight™ LEDs for accurate colour matching

• Lamp Brightness 3,400 Lux at 30cm (12")

• Variable dimming down to 10%

• Multi position head joint to direct light where needed

• Even spread of light for large area

• Optional table base (D25060) and Toorstand (D53060) available separately
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Premium Table Base
D52060

Premium Floorstand
D53060



Table Magnifying Lamp
D/EN1040

This Table Magnifying Lamp is a compact  
all-purpose, lightweight magnifier providing 
1.75X magnification. The daylight tube
provides high contrast and accurate colour
matching, making it easier and less tiring to
see detail clearly. The tube is long lasting and
low in energy consumption.

Small enough so as not to take up much
room, but powerful enough to be great when
working on projects that need close-up
attention to detail. It’s also foldable – so it’s
easy for travelling or taking with you to
classes. 

• Small and bright magnifying lamp 

• 9cm (3.5") diameter lens 1.75X
magnification

• 12W Daylight™ tube ideal for colour
matching

• Replacement tube (DN0004)

5" LED Floor/Table Mag Lamp
EN1091

Practical and versatile Table and Floor Lamp
ideal for needlework, quilting and sewing. 
The 13cm (5") lens with 2.0X magnification 
is ideal to see close up work. Flexible arm
allows light to be positioned where needed.
Simply remove the pole for use as a table
lamp. 

• Energy efScient bright daylight LEDs

• Mains & battery operated - up to 24 hours
of battery life

• 13cm (5") lens 2.0X magniScation, allows 
you to see Sne detail clearly

• Remove the pole to use the lamp on a table

• Requires 4xC type batteries (not included)

• Height: 112cm (44")
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LED Flexilens with Base & Clip
DN1161, Silver/Black

LED Neck Magnifier & Stand
DN91211, Silver/Black

Neck Magnifier
DN90920, Black

YoYo Magnifier LED
DN1350, Red/White

Professional LED Neck Magnifier
DN91221, Silver/Black
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Flexilens on Base
DN90946, Black/Chrome

Flexilens on Clamp
DN90942, Black/Chrome

Flexilens on Mini-Base
DN91091, Black/Chrome

Flexilens on Mini-Clip
DN91101, Black/Chrome

Double Flexi-Clamp
DN51010, Black/Chrome

StarMag range



Wafer 1 & 2 Lightbox     
D/E35040 & D/E35030

The latest generation of lightweight ultra slim lightboxes using fully dimmable LED technology.

Available in 2 sizes: A4 and A3. They provide an even spread of light from edge to edge and

emit very low heat. The Wafer lightboxes are ideal for tracing, sketching, stencilling,

calligraphy, scrapbooking, embossing, embroidery, sewing and much more. Supplied with 

a mains adapter.

D/E35040 Wafer 1 Lightbox D/E35030 Wafer 2 Lightbox 

Size: A4, 32cm x 23cm (12½" x 9") Size: A3, 44cm x 32cm (17" x 12½")

Weight: 0.92kg Weight: 1.64kg

Key Features

• Only 0.8cm (⅜") thick

• Daylight™ light source provides true colour matching 

• High Quality LEDs

• Fully dimmable

• Cable length: 1.8m (6ft)
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A3



Stitchmaster  Floorstand
D53035

This lightweight, and height adjustable
wooden floorstand is suitable for any 
type of frame (bar, roller and hoops) up 
to 76cm (28"). This allows you to work 
for hours in complete comfort. The stand 
can be fitted with an optional magnifier 
and chartholder (D/E25020) 

• Lightweight height adjustable wooden
stand 

• Stitch for hours in complete comfort in 
any chair 

• Suitable for any type of frame 
(bar, roller and hoops) up to 76cm (28")

• Quick & easy to set up 

• Frame not included 

• StitchSmart LED MagniSer & Chart Holder
available separately (D/E25020), shown
opposite

Stitchmaster Seat Stand
D52015

With a lightweight wooden frame, this 
height adjustable seat stand is perfect for
sitting in a chair. Suitable for any type of
frame (bar, roller and hoops) up to 53cm
(21"), enabling you to work for hours in
complete comfort.  

• Lightweight height adjustable wooden
seat stand 

• Stitch for hours in complete comfort 
in any chair 

• Suitable for any type of frame (bar, roller
and hoops) up to 53cm (21")

• Quick & easy to set up 

• Frame not included
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StitchSmart Stand
D53047

The perfect partner for needlework. With its
strong jaw, the stand holds your frame or
hoop firmly in position. The unique swivel
system allows you to lift and rotate the frame
360° at anytime. Practical, stable and height
adjustable. 

• Easy to assemble, ready to use in seconds

• Height adjustable, stitch in comfort

• Strong jaw to hold your frame or hoop in
position

• Unique swivel system to lift and rotate the
frame 360°

• Frame not included

• StitchSmart LED MagniSer & Chart Holder
available separately (D/E25020) 

StitchSmart LED Magnifier
& Chart Holder D/E25020

This lamp is the perfect add-on for your
StitchSmart Stand. The magnifying lamp
comes with Daylight™ LEDs and a 1.75X 
magnifier. The Daylight LEDs provide high
contrast and accurate colour matching,
making it easier and less tiring to work and
see detail clearly. Included in this pack is a
practical chart holder to hold your patterns
and drawings. 

• Bright Daylight LEDs

• Lamp brightness 2,500 Lux at 15cm (6")

• Crystal clear 9.5cm (3⅜") magnifying lens
1.75X for clear viewing of close up work

• Lens Cover included

• 40cm (15.5”) Texible arm for easy
positioning



Buyer’s Guide for Needlework Lamps (Cross Stitch, Embroidery, Lace Making, Needlepoint, Crochet & other)
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How you work Area to be illuminated The lamps we recommend Magnifying lens Page Ref

At a table Small to medium D/E35700 Twist Portable LED Lamp No p. 6

D/E35027 Freedom LED Battery Lamp No p. 6

D/EN1040 Table Magnifying Lamp Yes p. 18

D/EN1327 Smart Lamp D20 No p. 8

D/E25050 MAGnificent Floor & Table LED  Magnifying Lamp Yes p. 10 

Large D/E35106 Slimline S LED Table Lamp (Optional table base D52107 & magnifier D91707 available separately) Optional p. 12

D/E21038 Ultimate Table Top Lamp Yes p. 15

D/E23020-01 Swan Table Lamp Yes p. 16

D/E35600 Luminos (Optional table base D52060 & floor stand D53060 available separately) No p. 14

In an armchair/sofa Small to medium D/E25050 MAGnificent Floor & Table LED  Magnifying Lamp Yes p. 10

EN1091  5" LED Floor/Table Mag Lamp Yes p. 18

Large D/E35116 Slimline S Floor Lamp (Optional magnifier D91707 available separately) Optional p. 4

D/E35600 Luminos (Optional table base D52060 & floor stand D53060 available separately) No p. 14

D/E23030-01 Swan Floor Lamp Yes p. 16

D21098 Ultimate Floorstanding Lamp Yes p. 15

With a needlework Small to medium D/E25020 StitchSmart Magnifying Lamp and Chart Holder + D53047 StitchSmart Stand Yes p. 22

D/E25050 MAGnificent Floor and Table LED Magnifying Lamp Yes p. 10

D/E35116 Slimline S Floor Lamp (Optional magnifier D91707 available separately) Optional p. 4

D/E23030-01 Swan Floor Lamp Yes p. 16

EN1091  5" LED Floor/Table Mag Lamp Yes p. 18

(These lamps 

can also be used 

at a table)

stand



Buyer’s Guide for Sewing & Quilting Lamps, Light boxes & other products

Area around the

sewing machine

machine

How you work Area to be illuminated The lamps we recommend Magnifying lens Page Ref

Tracing, sketching, Up to A4 D/E35040 Wafer Lightbox 1 (A4) No p. 20

Up to A3 D/E35030 Wafer Lightbox 2 (A3) No p. 20

We also have a selection of hands free magnifiers, neck magnifiers and stitching stands.   p.19, 21, 22

Other applications

applique
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How you work Area to be illuminated The lamps we recommend Magnifying lens Page Ref

With a sewing Small Needle Area D/EN1180 Sewing Machine Lamp No p. 12

D/E35107 Slimline LED Table Lamp (Optional table base D52107 & magnifier D91707 available separately) Optional p. 12

Quilting at a table Small to medium D/E35700 Twist Portable LED Lamp No p. 6

D/E35027 Freedom LED Battery Lamp No p. 6

D/E35106 Slimline S LED Table Lamp (Optional table base D52107 & magnifier D91707 available separately) Optional p. 4

Medium to large D/EN1327 Smart Lamp D20 No p. 8

D/E35600 Luminos (Optional table base D52060 & floor stand D53060 available separately) No p. 14

D/EN1190 Task lamp XL (Optional table base D52060 & floor stand D53060 available separately) No p. 17

Quilting in a chair Medium to large D/E25050 Magnificent Floor & Table Magnifying LED Lamp Yes p. 10

D35116 Slimline S LED Floor Lamp (Optional magnifier D91707 available separately) Optional p. 4



Product Light Lux at Lux at Colour Energy Product Dimensions Maximum Product Lens Magnification

Code Source 15 cm (6") 30 cm (12") Temperature Consumption Height Width Depth Reach Weight Size

D/E21038 Fluorescent - 2,670 6500°K 20W 56.0cm 23.0cm 64.4cm 54.0cm 7.0kg/15.4lb 13.0cm 1.75X

D/E21098 Fluorescent - 2,600 6500°K 20W 183.0cm 30.0cm 63.0cm 44.0cm 11.12kg/24.46lb 13.0cm 1.75X

D/E23020-01 Fluorescent - 2,950 6500°K 18W 46.0cm 24.0cm 72.0cm 60.0cm 4.0kg/8.8Ib 13.0cm 1.75X

D/E23030-01 Fluorescent - 2,950 6500°K 18W 118.0cm 30.0cm 78.0cm 60.0cm 7.2Kg/15.7Ib 13.0cm 1.75X

D/E25020 18xLED 2,500 - 5000-6500°K 3.6W 12.0cm 15.0cm 55.0cm 45.0cm 0.9kg/2.0Ib 9.5cm 1.75X

D/E25050 27xLED 1,850 - 5000-6500°K 2.7W 114.0cm 23.0cm 56.0cm 6.00cm 3.5kg/7.7lb 14.6cm 1.75X

D/E35027 24xLED - 1,400 5000-6500°K 6W 29.0cm 30.0cm 11.0cm 15.0cm 1.6kg/3.52lb - -

D/E35030 90xLED - - 5000-6500°K 5.5W 36.0cm 48.0cm 0.95cm - 1.64kg/3.61lb - -

D/E35040 66xLED - - 5000-6500°K 4W 27.0cm 36.0cm 0.8cm - 0.92kg/2.02lb - -

D/E35106 52xLED - 1,200 5000-6500°K 4W 46.0cm 47.0cm 2.0cm 55.0cm 0.95kg/2.1lb - -

D/E35107 80xLED - 1,630 5000-6500°K 5W 45.0cm 76.0cm 2.0cm 73.0cm 1.0kg/2.2Ib - -

D/E35116 52xLED - 1,200 5000-6500°K 4W 125cm 58.0cm 25.0cm 55.0cm 4.2kg/9.15lb - -

D/E35600 120xLED - 4,200 5000-6500°K 24W 60.0cm 65.0cm 70.0cm 112.0cm 3.2kg/7.04lb - -

D/E35700 30xLED - 2,200 5000-6500°K 6W 34.0cm 33.0cm 12.0cm 15.0cm 1.08kg/2.4lb - -

D52015 - - - - - 45.0cm 35.0cm 20.0cm - 0.7kg/1.54lb - -

D53035 - - - - - 33.0cm 48.0cm 50.0cm - 1.8kg/3.96lb - -

D53047 - - - - - 95.0cm 51.0cm 45.0cm - 1.85kg/4.07lb - -

D/EN1040 Fluorescent 4,300 - 6500°K 12W 32.0cm 13.5cm 37.0cm 37.0cm 0.87Kg/1.9Lb 9.0cm 1.75X

EN1091 21 x LEDs 2,080 - 5500-6500°K 2W 120.0cm 22.0cm 30.0cm 60.0cm 2.9kg/6.38lb 13.0cm 2.0X

D/EN1180 1xLED 17,000 - 5000-6500°K 1W 3.5cm 2.3cm 25.0cm 23.0cm 0.21kg/0.46lb - -

D/EN1190 84xLED - 3,500 5000-6500°K 21W 50.0cm 58.0cm 60.0cm 98.0cm 2.3kg/5.1lb - -

D/EN1327 27xLED - 950 5000-6500°K 6W 36.5cm 31.5cm 14.5cm 43.0cm 0.74kg/1.6lb - -

D52107 - - - - - 3.5cm 22.0cm 22.0cm - 2.32kg/5.1lb - -

D91707 - - - - - 60.0cm 13.0cm 10.0cm 57.0cm 0.35kg/0.77lb - -
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Technical information



Learn more about these 
and other Daylight™ lamps

www.daylightcompany.com
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